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Side by Side, yet too Far Apart 

The photograph entitled, Side by Side, yet too Far Apart, was a part of a series set to 
capture the surrealism/irony that coincides with the emotion and physical hardships relating 
to covid-19.  Over the past year, our world has experienced a new normal where masks are 
mandatory, social distancing is encouraged, and cleaning products are used on a daily 
basis.  By photographing the illusion of loneliness and emotional distraught, the goal of this 
project was to show how society has adjusted our daily life due to the pandemic.  While 
visiting several locations in Lexington, a variety of emotions were captured.  The 
photograph, Side by Side, yet too Far Apart, was taken during an afternoon walk in a 
neighborhood in fall 2020, where this socially distanced conversation was taking place.  
After playing with different angles and lighting, this photograph depicts two people visiting a 
friend outside because a ‘normal’ conversation indoors was too risky in the middle of a 
pandemic.  Although the entire series encompasses a variety of staged still-life portraits and 
natural moments that were captured by being in the right place at the right time, this 
photograph revealed one of the strongest emotions because having a conversation is one of 
our innate characteristics.  Humans are social creatures by habit, and without 
conversations, happiness and the ability to thrive severely decrease. 

In regard to the elements and principles of art, this photograph includes a variety of them 
to create a photograph that connects and easily speaks to viewers.  While the composition 
and message widely relate to viewers, the strongest elements and principles include 
emphasis, color/value, form, and space.  The emphasis focuses on the two people sitting 
outside as they have obviously thought about the risk and precaution of having a 
conversation with someone else, even if he is inside.  The value and color (or lack thereof) 
was purposely chosen to have a black and white color palette.  The lack of colors correlate 
with the emotions that people have been experiencing dull, lonely, muted, and depressed.  
The value also plays a role as the white trim of the sliding door almost frames in the 
conversation against the darker brick, creating a contrast of value.  Additionally, the form 
and space provide similar strengths as the depth of the photo emphasize the distance of the 
viewer and the people having the conversation, which adds to the feeling of isolation.  Due 
to the depth, the proportion of the people appear smaller than other objects in the 
photograph. Although some principals, such as rhythm and movement, appear minimal, they 
were intentionally excluded from this photograph.  Since the entire focus of this series/
photograph was to emphasize isolation and loneliness, it would not make sense to include 
movement as it is often thought that time freezes when people are sad and alone. 

I was inspired by Rena Affendi’s photographs and thoroughly enjoyed seeing how she 
captured people during the pandemic, particularly a photograph of an elderly woman ironing 
her clothes outside while wearing a mask. Obviously, there is irony of completing tasks that 
are typically done inside while outside, but it creates this feel of surrealism that allows 
viewers to find some comical relief about this pandemic.  Similar to my photograph, there is 
irony that people are having a conversation with a barrier in between them.  Before the 
pandemic, people took so many things for granted, including a regular conversation.  Who 
would have ever thought it would be dangerous to talk to a family member or friend?  It was 
this concept that inspired this series as the pandemic is something that has seriously 
impacted everyone.  
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